Di ntsions.&-
It is thb purpose of this report to outline the complete details for engineering use of White's tvo-dimensional theory o.* turbulent skin friction under arbitrary compressible flow conditions. This new method Is not only ther simplest but also the most accurate computational scheme in the literature.
This procedure is recommended for general use by engineering designers. The method concerns skin friction only. Tbis report pre~ents methods for hand or digital computer couputation.
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This t~h-me, admittedly biased, dominates all our work r1-6].
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f w e e whijch varies with the dimensionless coordinate in the freestream direction:
A basic parameter in the theory is the dirensionless freestream velocity distribution:
The quantities L and U are reference constants; they may be taken 0 equal to unity if one is prepared to handle the rc-ulting "mni"t Reynolds numbers" arad "i-".it lengths" in the basic equatici. Ir .:"r r,.i , we commonly take L equal to the body length t-o t-hat x* v2-ies fror' zero to unity) and take U equal to the initial velocity U (x=O).
e
We will illustrate both these a.p oaches in what follows, since it is our experience that improper use of "x*" and "RL" in thp theorv is the main cause of erroneous results when the theory is used.
The analysis not only requires accurate knowledge of V(x*) but also its first and second derivatives, V' and V". Therefore it is essential that an accurate curve-fit or other smooth formula be provided for the distribution V(x*). Failure to provide a smooth curve-fit is the second most coion source of error in the theory.
We shall also illustrate this problem with examles. Note that there are no limitations upon U Wx), which may be subsonic, transonic, e supersonic, or hypersonic. 7he theory is valid for all.
The second important runnirg parameter in the theory is a sort of "stretched" Reynolds nube:, I*:
The :zri-e indicates differentiation with respect to x*. The Reynolds parameter A(:<*), first used by van DrIest [7] _n a flat Deate analysis: (6) is already Drogrammed.
Note that A varies only slowly with Mach number and temperature ratio. Therefore, an accurate curve-fit exDression for Me (x*) and e (T /T ) is not needed; any reasonable arproxination will do. 
g~."~Ap~eR,0"0 dx* 0. 16 f* A3 (7) For low speed flow, A 4 1.0 and Eq. (7) reduces tc the incornressible analysis of reference [1). The functions f* and £e arise for.
the inteeral coefficients of [1, 3] and varv only with the ouantitv
They are plotted in Figure 2 , which is the second fieure max required for making a hand co.
•utation frcom the theory. Finally, the qudntitv "A " is the value of A at wSich boundary laver seDaration occurs.
This is correlated in [1,31 with R* and A , as follows:
As this point,f* approaches zero ( Figure 2 ) and thus the derivative 2 (dX/dx*) becomes infinite and Cf = .1> approaches zero. This of course is the definition of the separation point. The theory at present cannot be used beyond the separation point.
Humerical values of f* and g*, taken from Ell, are given in 
If
/Xmax) is less than 0.36, then f* "* A 0, and Eq. (7) is not necessary. The same is true if R* is negative, which corresponds to a favorable pressure gradient. In these cases, the following simplified differential equation is used: 2) Establish nrmewrical vaiucs, from viven inDut information, for V, (lV)", (l/V)', M and (T /T ) at that x-.
e w e
3) Compute RL from Eq.'"' and chen compute P* fro' (4) also.
4)
For the eiven M and (7 /T ), "ead A fror. Table 1 at (A/Aueax) and read f* and v-.
7)
Usine A, f*, g* and R* from above, co!Dute the local rate of change (dX/dx*) from the basic relation, Ee.(7). You are now ready to "integrate" forward to the next position (x* + Ax*) using a numerical formula such as A(x*+Ax*) " X(x*) + Ax* A'(x*+Ax*).
Alternately, the graphical "method of isoclInes" is very convenient, since we are_ dealing only with a first order differential eauation.
Numerical Examy. lc: This is sufficient input to proceed forward with Eq. (7), as follows:
Step 1. Establish (T /T ) from an adiabatic wall formula with, say, w e a recovery, factor of 0.89 for turbulent flow:
w e e
Also estimate the viscosity ratio from a power-law formula for air:
w e w e
Step 2. Compute the initial value of X from the skin friction:
Step 3. Compute RL and Rh fr.om Eq.(4): use L = 1 inch for convenience. Step it. For Me = 4.02 and (T w/T e) = 3.88 (adiabatic), read A A 1.63
from Figure 1 .
Step 5. From Eq. Step 6. From Figure 2 or Table 1 This is a rather small rate of change, corresponding to a modest adverse pressure gradient. We may integrate forward about three inches, which gives about a 4% change in X. In no case should we try to extrapolate forward more than about a 3%-5% change in X , and in this way we will avoid serious numerical error. Here we estimate: If this derivative is markedly different from the previous one of 0.64, we should backtrack and take an "average" slope over the previous three inches to estimate a more accurate A(3.75"). Note that we are using Ax* in inches here, since we chose L = one inch.
If we had chosen L = 18" (the total length of Zwarts' model), then both RL and (l/V)' would be eighteen times larger and hence R* would still be exactly the same (1.25x0 8), leading to the same values of 2 f* and g*. However, (1/V)" would be (18) larger and the result would be that (dA/dx*) is eighteen times larger. Meanwhile, Ax* is eighteen times smaller, so that the value of A at 3.75"would be still the same (49.22). Thus the choice of L does not affect the result.
IV DIGITAL COMPUTER CALCULATION
The basic theory, Equation (7), has also been programmed for use on a digital computer. The suggested FORTRAN program is on the next page, followed by a subroutine (RUNGE) which implements the required numerical integration by a Runge-Kutta Drocedure.
The user must provide a smooth curve-fit to the dimensionless freestream velocity distribution V(x*). The suggestion here is for a fourth order polynomial:
The first READ statement calls for the user's coefficients (ao al'a29 smooth curve-fit, siice the expnession will not he differentiated and is used on.v to compute van Driest's parame-.er A fror. Eauation (5).
Firilly. iust below statement number 24, thp local wall terperature must le estimated. In the examle shown, it is si-vlv set equal to thr local adiabatic wall temperature (the conditions of Zwarts' data).
Again, any reasonable estirate will do, because T is used only to w compute van Driest's parameter A, which Figure 1 shows is only slowly varying with both T1 and M .
All other procedures in the theory are carried out by the computer program, including testinp for boundary laver separation and printinp out the separation point if I exceeds Xk 
This is plotted as a dotted line. The 'it is excellent uD to x 12 inches, after which the curvature in the data -which T-av he an artifactis not fit by the exponential curve.
The initial data to be read into the nro•vrn are as follows: 
Since the flow was subsonic, the static temperature was nearly constant anC thus the freestream Mach nunber was nearly Droportional to V: The present theory is insensitive to normal pressure gradients. When. compared in reference 3 with almost all available data on turbulent flat plate skin friction (657 reeported values), Eq.t21) was shown to be the most accurate forn..la ever derived in ter'.s of mean absolute error.
it ;s more accurate than the tentative fo'imula we first suggested (in ref. 2) and is a consequence cf a better correlation of the integral functions G and H of that reference.
Some nurerical values from Eq.(21) for adiabatlc walls are given in Table 2 . and a plot showing the effect of wall terperature is River, in Three other exampbles of the use of this new tneory to predict turbulent skin friction, particula=2y in supex-soni. flows,are given in references 3 and E.
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It has been shown that one can compute turbulent skin friction in two-dimensional flows with arbitrar, conditicns, using Eq.(7) of this report, which has been programmed for ready use with a digital computer.
The user must only supply-1) an initial value of skin friction; 2) a smooth curve fit to the freestrear velocity distribution; and 3) reasonable estimates of the freestrear, :1ach number and wall tem.eerature distributions.
The authors believe this theory is the nost accurate in the literature.
